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Students to vote on

restaurant for city
~ y a n aBlythe
News Editor

"I think we will make a
real dzflerence in which
businesses come here."

1st; students may play a crucial
part in determiningwhat new restaurants \.villcome to Jacksonville,
according to SGA Community
--Chris Dempsey
Liaison Chris Dempsey.
Dempsey and fellow commitSGA C o m m u n i ~
tee member SpencerJohnsonwill
Liaison
conduct a random sampling survey among students this week to
illthough the student vote will
find out what restaurants they weigh heavily, it is not definite that
would like to see in Jacksonville. the students' choice will be the
The survey will be administered restaurant that o p e n s here.
by phone and the sample ~ v i l lbe Llempseydoes not know yetwhere
.,- firv\busincss or nu:;irle:;s-s
chosen from all students li5tt.d on .;I<:
the computer.
will be located.
Dcrnpcey and johnson will simThe results of :he survey will be
ply ask the students to rank their available by Monday and will be
choices from one to three.
posted on the SGA door.
The stcdents are being given
In other business, the committhree choices: Western Sizzlin, tee announced at last Monday's
Dunkin Donuts and Long John SCA meeting that Eric Key, owner
.. .
Silver's.
of The Galiey, went before the city
The mayor is'anticipating see- council to request a liquor license.
ing the results, according to "I don't think he'li have any probDempsey. "He's really anxious to lem getting it," ~ e m ~ s esaid.
y
hear what the students have to "He's gotten everything he's asked
say," he said.
for fr6m them so far."
"I think we will make a real
Dempsey believes once The
difference in which businesses Galley is allowed to serve liquor, i t
come here."
will take a lot of business away
>

from Jefferson's, Brother's and
O'Chariey's. Although he has been
open for a few months, Key has
postponed asking for the license
because he thought the c~tymight
be against it, Dempsey said. However, the council voted unanimously for it.
The community liaison committee, which was created within the
SGA last semester, works toward
establishhg a better relationship
between the students and the community
Dempsey believes they are doing a good job so far: he and
Johnscn have had Iuncbcs with
Mayor Douthit and also attend
every week's city council meetings.
"We get along really well with
the mayor," D~rnpseysaid. "The
new city council just canle in, so
we haven't met all of them yet, but
the mayor is reaily concerned about
what students want to see done '
He and Johnson do not have
any long-term plans for the semester, but they are ready for any new
~d~as
Dempsey urges anyone who has
any ~ n p u tor queshons to brlng
them to the SGA office In TMB

Coaching legend Tom Landry, the man who brought
national fame to the Dallas Cowboys, presents JSU's
Bill Burgess with the NCAA Division II Coach of the Year
Award last week at a national coaches' conference
in Atlanta, GA. Burgess received the honor on the
strength of a national championship, as did another
area coach, Alabama's Gene Stallings, who was
named top coach in Division I.

Federal financial aid demands exceed supply
College Press Service
Rapid 'growth in the number of parttime college students during the past 20
years has overburdened the student financial system, which needs adjustments to
reflect this new trend in higher education,
a report says.
Between 1970 and 1990, part-time undergraduate students more than doubled,
from 2.1 million to nearly 5 million, according to the report by the American
Council on Education.
Full-time enrollment also grew at a rapid

rate of 34 percent, from 5.3 million to 7
million.
If that trend continues, about 5.4 million
students (44 percent of all undergraduates)
will attend classes on a part-time basis.
However, the report released Jan. 6 also
said that part-time students were less likely
than their full-time counterparts to receive
financial assistance from the federal govemment, the state or universities, even though
their needs often are greater than hill-time
students.
In 1990, only 12 percent of part-time
students received federal financial aid, com-

pared with 43 percent of kill-time under- higher college loan debt than full-time
students: $2,918 vs. $2,671.
graduates.
The report suggested that employers
The report said many part-time students
"may
be a more fruitful source of financial
are ineligible to receive Pel1 Grants because
aid,"
particularly
if they were given more
they aren't taking enough classes, but many
times such students are also struggling to incentives from the federal govemment to
hold down jobs and pay their own living do so.
It also cited a recommendation by higher
expenses.
"In addition to tuition, fees and books, education consultant Arthur Hauptrnan
part-time students - especially (older) stu- . that the federal govemment establish a
dents - may have higher household ex- matching or low-interest loan program to
penses, child-care costs, as well as the need encourage employers to provide assisto rnake up for lost wages," the report said. tance to employees who take one or two
The study found that part-time students had courses per term.

,%
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New Winn-Dixie an immediate success
available.
Most students may receive one
T h e African American Association meets at 4 pm every Tuesday in Denise lngram
With
the
addition
of
new
departwth
no Walt. Goldman hopes many
News Writer
TMB. African-American students are encouraged to join by paying a $2
ments comes an increase of per- studentswll take advantage of this
The new Winn-Dixie created a sonnel.The old store employed 59 service because it allows faster
membership fee.
tourist
attraction in Jacksonville people. Before the new store check-out.
Save lives! Join JSU's chapter of Amnesty International. Amnesty is
when it opened Thursday. Parking opened, an additional 159 people
Shay Cook, a cashier who transa world-wide human rights organization dedicated to freeing innocent
ferred from the old store, said the
places were scarce for the grand were hired.
people, freeing political prisoners and ending torture worldwide. You opening and the rush continued
Approximately 35 percent of the store runs "about the same, only a
can save lives and end torture by joining for just one hour a month. For all weekend.
new employees are students. Sixty lot busier "
"The opening went as expected, percent of the prior employees are
Tabby Timmons, a JSU freshfurther information contact Chris at 782-6543.
man
who also transferred from the
and
business
has
picked
up
trestudents.
*TheInternational Affairs Club was formed for those with an interest
According to Goldman, there is old store, likes the way the store is
in international issues and those who wish to study or pursue careers in mendously," J.K. Goldman, the
location manager, said.
still a possibility that Big B might organized now "The produce looks
international fields. Please contact Lisa at 782-6574 for information.
The new store is part of an effort add on to the complex, as well as a lot better and checking out went
-The College BASE test, which all seniors must complete to graduate, to update older, smaller stores. other small businesses.
a lot faster," she said.
will be given at the following times:
"The meats look better and the
Some of the new features include
Winn-Dixie will now be open
frozen
yogurt machine is neat,"
a
deli,
.seafood
department
and
from
7
am
to
10
pm
seven
days
a
3-6 prn
Wednesday
20 Ayers Hall
Angie
Howell,
also a JSU freshbakery.
week.
Extended
hours
are
a
possi6 9 pm
Jan. 28
20 Ayers Hall
A much wider selection can be bility if there is an increase in man, said.
6 9 pm
Feb. 8
20 Ayers Hall
All three employees like the new
found in all areas of the store. This business near closing.
2:30-5:30 pm Feb. 9
20 Ayers Hall
Check cashing cards are avail- store but do not think the prices
is especially noticeable in the pro5:30-8:30pm Feb. 15
JSU-G, Enzor Auditorium
duce, meat and dain, items now able at the customer service desk. are better.
Ft. McClellan Center, TBA
5:30-8:30pm Feb. 16
*TheEnglish Competency Exam, which all seniors must complete to
graduate, will be given at the following times at 215 Stone Center:
6-7:30 pm
Feb. 9
3-4:30 pm
Feb. 10
If you are eligible for the Spring semester exam, you must pre-register
for it by Feb. 4 at 215 Stone Center. There you'll be assigned a specific
room for the test. When you take the exam, be sure to bring with you
a photo ID, a blue book and a blue or black pen. Workshops for the
Spring examination will be held on Feb. I from 6-7:30pm and Feb. 2 from
3-4:30 pm in the Memll Hall Auditorium (room 101).While attending
one of the workshops will certainly not guarantee a "pass," it should
familiarize the student with what to expect on the examination. NOTE:
Attendance at the workshop is not a requirement to take the exam.
-The JSU chapter of the Society'of Professional Journalists will meet
Winn-Dixieopenedtheir new Jacksonville store last week to anxiousshoppers.The new supennarat 4 pm Wed. in 236 Self Hall. Gadsden Times reporter Cindy Owens ket includes a deli, seafood dewrtment and bakerv.
will address the issues and ethics of reporting on the problems of AIDS
patients. For more information contact Melanie at 782-5703.
*The absolute deadline for accepting Stafford, SLS or PLUS loan
applications for the Spring semester 1993 will be March 15. This is to
ensure that the application will be processed and the loan check received
Spring semester is alwaysvery
-12-09 A dtsturbance was re- criminal mischlef at Penn House
before the end of the semester.
busy for the greek organizaported In Dixon Hall.
Apartments
tions.
12-12Shawn Roblnson reported
1-02 Jon Schumann reported
Fraternity rush is Wednesday and Thursday. Anyone intheft of property In Curtiss Hall
burglary and theft of property at
terested in parhclpating needs
12-12 Vanessa Baker reported Penn House Apartments.
to go by Student Activities in
burglary and theft of property In
-1-08 Matthew Blake reported
TMB and purchase a rush card.
Curhss Hall
theft of property in Pannell Hall.
"In the First Amendment ...our founding fathers affirmed their
Tuesday is Spirit Night for
belief that competing ideas are fundamental to freedom."
-12-14
F~tzpatr~ck
Hall
reported
1-09 Houston Cole Library regreeks Everyone needs to show
--Ronald Reagan
their Gamecock and Greek
vlolat~onof vlsitahon pollcy
ported a book of Cliff Notes was
Spirit at the basketball game.
12-14 Marty Haygood reported stolen
Please keep The Chanticleer
Jason Thompson, Editor in Chief JameyGraydon, Business Manager
theft of property In Salls Hall.
1-11 Craig Schm~ttreported
informed of your sorority and
Melanie Jones, Managing Editor Shannon Cooper, Business Asst.
12-14Dedra Robinson reported theft of semces in Crow Hall.
fraternity actlvlties. We are
Dyana Blythe, News Editor
Jay Ennis, Photo Director
theft of property In Logan Hall
1-13Trespassing was reported
happy to publlsh anything you
Tim Hathcock, Sports Editor
Leo Nieter, Layout/Graphics
want to tell the JSlJcommunity
12-14Shauntwan Suttle reported In front of Fltzpatnck Hall.
Jamie Cole, Features Editor
Mike Stedham, Adviser
about. Bring all announcetheft of property In Fltzpatnck Hall
1-25 Carl Harris reported theft
ments to The Chanticleer of01-02UPD reported a "5-minute of property in the laundry room of
The Chanticleer,the student newspaper of JacksonvilleState University, (s producedby
fice, 180 Self Hall, or call 782students. The editor has the!nal decision on editorial content. Fund~n IS provrded
parking only" sign was stolen from Salls Hall
through University appropriations and adverttserrents. Offices are In 180%etIHall.
5701.
Editorials are the opinions of the editorial board unless ofherwise noted.
Trustee Clrcle in front of TMB
-1-19 Eilzabeth Lozada reported
The editor reserves the right to edit for content and space.
--Tracy Morris
1-02
Thomas
Bradock
reported
cnmlnal mischief In Rowe Hall
Send all submissions to Jason Thompson, The Chonticlw, Box 3060. JSU, Jacksonville.AL
Greek Correspondent
36265. Deadline for all submissions is noon Friday.
! ,
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OPINIONS
A tough

challenge
lies ahead

JSU saw noticeable changes during the past year.
The SGA began to take an active role on campus
and stand up for students' rights.
The violent crime rate dropped drastically. Students
became politically involved on a local level in an
election year quite like no other.
The controversial athletic move from Division I to
Division I-AA, capped with a national championship
in football, became a fact rather than an argument.
And students and faculty alike expressed interest
in the search for a new vice-president of academic
affairs.
However, 1992 is through, and we must resolve the
old issues and move on to the new challenges ahead.
And for our campus, there are many challenges for
the new year. Perhaps the biggest of all, though, is one
that did not arise overnight, nor one that can be eas~ly
solved.
The core of any learning institution is the classroom, with the students and the faculty. If that area is
a shaky one, it makes the entire institution shaky. And
right now, JSU's core is quivering.
The neverending hiring freeze coupled with diminishing faculty has increased the student to teacher
ratio to a very disproportionate level. And whether it
is clear to the administration or not, because it is
certainly clear to the students sitting in the classroom,
many of our faculty are demoralized.
It doesn't take a genius to figure out that a lack of
enthusiasm in the classroom on the part of the teacher
translates into a lack of interest on the part of the
students.
It seems that every semester, the rift between
students and faculty and faculty and administration
appears to be growing. And if it's not, then that's the
unfortunate message inadvertently coming across in
many classes.
Optimistically, this problem will be realized and
dealt with in the year ahead. Realistically, it will
probably continue to grow until the invisible wall
separating this campus comes down.
1 . 1 , .
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CHANTICLEER
J A N U A R Y 2 1 , 1 993

What a wonderful world
\v; live in an amaz:ng~n.t~rld
a 1n

a beautiful country, but at the end
of one year and the beginning of
another, it always seems easy to
look back and wonder just how far
we have developed as a supposedly intelligent species. There are a
few eccentricities of I992 that could
make one believe we still have a
long way to go.
Socially-conscious rapper Sir
Mix-A-Lot spoke out against
Madonna's book"Sex" in theyearendissue of Entertainment Weekly,
saying, "That's not art. I have to
defend her right to do it, but I just
thought it was embarrassing, tacky
and unnecessary." Luckily, Sir MixA-Lot carried the cultural torch of
dignity, honor and necessity for
1992 with his number one recording "Baby Got Back (shake it,
shake it/ shake that healthy butt)
Perhaps Sir Hyp-0-Critewould be
more suiting.
Word came late in the year
from the new administration in the
White House that Socks the Cat,
the latest presidential pet, must
undergo therapy because of the
trauma it received from all the
media attention during the 1992
campaign. Therapy. For a cat. And
people laughed when Millie wrote
a book.
What happens if your country
rejects you? You go on the Arnerican lecture circuit.
Mikhail Gorbachev garnered
hefty sums of money and enthrailed audiences by speaking
about his experiences in the Soviet
Union. He also included ideas on
why he still believes in socialism.
Isn't that biting the hand that's
currently feeding you?
And of course Anita Hill, who
had "absolutely nothing to gain"
by bringing forth her charges
against Clarence Thomas in late
1991, spent the year on the lecture
circuit as well, commanding a cool
$10,000per speech, approximately.
The speeches, however, were in
between her receiving honors and
accolades from groups such as the

. The trading card frenzy grew

-

L

EDITORIN CHIEF

American Bar Association and National Association of Women. Apparently, honesty and integrity takes
a back seat to political correctness.
Even if it's shown to be incorrect.
Idiot-of-the-Year: A man in
Waco, Texas decides to rob a convenience store. When he enters
the building, he asks the worker for
change for a $20 bill. AFter opening the cash register, he tells her it
is a robbe~yand to give him all the
money in the drawer. The crack
criminal leaves with a grand total
of $15. However, he left the original $20 bill on the counter.

The trading card frenzy
grew to new heights and
sank to an all-time low with
the release of a line of cards
thatfeatured serial killers.
Would a Ted Bundy be
worth a Jim Jones?
Woody and Mia and Amy
Fisher. What would we have done
without them? More importantly,
what would "Hard Copy" have
done without them? Anyone who
has seen a Woody Allen movie
should not have been surprised to
find out that he's not exactly Ward
Cleaver. Of.course, he did say on
"60 Minutes" that all he wants
now is to be told he can be a father
to his children again. Maybe father
doesn't h o w best.
When all three major television
networks air three different movies
on the same subject within a week
of each other, it's gotta be juicy.
But how much juice can possibly
be left in the whole FisherButtafuoco saga? The only fun remaining is the word "Buttafuoco."
And seeing someone like Jack
Scalia portray the Long Island mechanicon television. Stallone must
have been busy.

to new heights and sank to an alltime low with the release of a line
of cards that featured serial killers.
Would aTed Bundy be worth a Jim
Jones?And there was also a Jeffrey
Dahmer comic book. The only
thing more disgusting than the
people who sanctioned such perversity are the people who bought
and sold it.
Quote-of-the-Year: "Who am
I?Why am I here?" John Stockdale,
vice-presidential candidate. John,
America wondered the same thing.
Late-night talk show hosts as
well as stand-up comedians in general lamented the loss of Dan
Quayle as their primary source of
stock humor. They should not fear,
however, because Ai Gore is right
there to take up the slack. The new
vice-president, who prides himself
on being a stout environmentalist,
jogged into the woods one day
and wound up lost. Mistakes happen, though. Right Dan?
.'Nudity became a big thing in
1992. At Berkeley University in
Califon~ia,a student decided he
didn't want to wear clothes, so he
went to class naked, except for an
occasional tie or even a loincloth
on chilly days. Affectionately
known as The Naked Guy, he
became an instant celebrity.
Though the question "Why?"
comes to mind, it is quickly answered when reaiizing that living,
breathing humans (close to one
million of them) actually spent $50
to see nude pictures of Madonna.
Rayboy would have been a lot
cheaper, and the girls aren't even
as trashy.
And finally, a strip club named
"Lollipops" opened up in Washington state with a different twistit is for teenagers and minors. The
owners-a man, his wife and his
mother-in-law-pride themselves
on the fact that no alcohoiic beverages are served and i t gives the kids
a place to go and keeps them off
the streets. So does prison, but that
doesn't mean kids should go there.

Letters to the Editor
1992-93 Policy
The Chantrcleer wll not pnnt letters which are longer than 300 words
The Chunticleer wll not pnnt letters whrch are lrbelous and/or defamatory
The Chanticleer resewes the right to edit letters,and limit rebuttals to 2 weeks past publ~cat~on
date of the arhcle rn question
In order to ensure fairness, there mil be at least two weeks in between publicahon of letters from the same person
The Chantrcleer reserves the right to refuse publicahon of any letter
Deadlrne for letters to be In the upcoming Issue is noon on the Fnday preceding the preferred date of publicahon
\:'Letters may be broughtor mailed to The Chanticleer office in 180 Self Hall All letters must be signed and include a phone number
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Driving around with racism
ATLANTA-Nobody has said a
word about something that has
ocurred here recently that shows
just how far we HAVEN'T come in
ending racism. Itwas a rather subtle
incident to be sure, but one would
expect watchers of such things to
have noticed.
Two black Georgia football players, Garrison Hearst and Andre
Hastings, announced lastweek they
would forgo their senior season
and enter the pro football draft.
The primary reason they did that
is because they don't pay you a
dime for playing college football in
front of 85,000 paying customers,
and you don't get a cent out of the.
huge chunk of television cash that
pours into our institutions of higher
learning.
In the pros, however, they pay
some players millions for doing
the same thing they were doing in
college-plus you don't have to go
to class.
One of Hastings' desires when
he was being recruited out of high
school was a private bathroom.
With what he'll be making soon,
he can have three private bathrooms with Jacuzzi,designer soap
and gold-plated toilet seats, if he
so prefers.
But here's what else:
The papers canied a color photograph of Hearst and Hastings in

LEWIS
GRIZZARD

the sports section.
The two players were posed next
to their late model cars.
The calls came flooding in.
How could Gamson Hearst and
Andre Hastings afford to own cars
like that?
They had to be payoffs, didn't
they? Georgia detractors still want
to know how Herschel Walker,
who is also black, got that Trans
Am he used to drive around when
he was in Athens.
You see two young black football studs posing with their sleek
rides in the paper, and it's obvious
the alumni or somebody provided
them illegally.
Wrong. Hearst's and Hastings'
parents, who do not have to pay
for their sons' tuition, bought those
cars. There's even some silly rule
that college players have to fill out
forms these days to prove how
they came about their automobiles.
If the players had been white,
how many would call complaining?
It's amazing somebody didn't
call in and say, "Where did they
steal those cars?"
It was like seeing a black man in

a suit and automatically figuring
he's on the way to his arraignment.
Besides, have you seen the kind
of cars college kids are driving
these days? Look around the next
time you're on a college campus.
There are BMWs, convertibles,
expensive trucks sitting atop oversized tires with stereo systems you
can hear blasting a county away,
Mazdas, Hondas, you name it.
You don't give a kid a jalopy
today nor a VW bug like I had;
even high school youngsters are
driving in style. I've got a friend in
California whose son just turned
16. Dad bought him a Beamer.
But frankly, I don't think it's
anybody else's business where
Garrison Hearst a n d Andre
3astings got those cars.
And the fact that any question
would arise from a simple photograph in the newspaper is racist,
per se.
If there was any wrongdoing
involved, there are so many tattletales in college football when it
comes to recruiting, somebody
would have turned in Georgia a
long time ago.
I wish Hearst and Hastings the
very best in the pros. They did my
alma mater proud.
I hope they both get filthy rich
and buy limos and hire two white
guys to drive them around.

1 ETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Save English majors from survey courses
Dear Editor:
As I begin the second semester out of four of my
senior year here at JSU, I am coming across an old
argument which seems to be still pertinent. I am an
English major, one of the rare breed that does not
have the prefix "Secondary education in-", an English
majorwho is such because of the love of the literature
and the English language, and who hopes to contribute further to this end by hopefully publishing some
of his work.
Beginning this semester, I am currently in yet
another sulvey course, English 201, which I have to
take because of an error concerning substitution with
Honors Lit. My complaint is notwith the instructor or
even with my fellow students; it is with the organization of the classes. I realize that, in order to graduate
with a degree from JSU, one has to complete 12 hours
in English. This leads to evely single person wishing
to graduate taking these courses (which is obvious).
However, of the four survey courses I have taken (or
am about to take), there was only one that seemed to
have a majority of the class thatwas actually interested
in what the teacher had to say and what the writers in
the text had to say. In the other three, I have been
surrounded by bored people, who usually sit around
and roll their eyes at any other person who wishes to

express their opinion.
I am the sort of person who does not say an awful
lot, but when I do, I wouid like For other people to be
half interested in what I have to say, instead of
someone snickering because they think I'm trylng to
kiss the teacher's butt.
The reason for my writing this letter is to propose
something of a solution to this problem. In talking to
several English majors and a few faculty members of
the English Department, the idea of having survey
courses for English majors only has been brought up
many, many times. So far, nothing has come of it
because no one has really raised the issue very much.
However, now I am raising the issue. Hopefully, this
will be my last survey course. I am raising this issue
with the English Department and the administration
in the hopes of helping future English majors, and
allowing them the chance to discuss the matters of
literature with other people who are actually interested in what is being discussed, not just sitting there
because they have to take the class and poking fun at
others who may find the class stimulating.
Thank you,
Jamie Hardy

senior

SPEAKUP

&you think
college
should be paid?

,

I

"Absolutely not.. .I don't think the collegiate
setting is the place for paid athletes."

"No I don't, because they're already getting their scholarship and their school
paid for and all other kinds of benefits I
don't think they should have."
Will Bonnett
junior

"They're coming to school and getting
their education practically
for and
free. It's a privilege to play and they
shouldn't get paid for it. It's not a career
for them to go to school."
Jan Anderson

"Absolutely not because most athletes
are on some type of scholarship or another and unlike students who have to
pay full tuition, they also get the privilege
ef getting notorie ty...1 don't think the
collegiate setting is the place for paid
athletes."
Christina Miller
senior

"No because they already get to go to
school for free, right? So they shouldn't
get paid. I do believe they get their meals
free, right? So you know, they just
shouldn't be paid."
Winfred Warren

"Weli the scholarships may not fulfill all
their needs, so therefore, that's why I
(think they should be paid). What if an
injury occurs?"
Jerry Nelson
sophomore

books because really an athletic depart
ment in a college is no more importan
than an art department or a drama depart
ment or a business department."
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The Tops & Rots of the Pops
musically many similar things were going who seem to be wising up - that is if they and previously unreleased' styie packages.
on. Madonna put out a book all about sex, stick solelywith MTV for their code of ethics The inflated costs of such discs definitely
Music Writer
although I don't think anybody actually and fashion. A scary thought. MTV did made the labels a killing. There were such
learned a whole lot. Sinead O'Connor felt manage to bring itself out of a monochro- packages from Fleetwood Mac, Talking
19921if
marked quite the need to take a bite out of Catholicism by matic slump in 1992. If the station has to Heads, Jefferson Airplane, The Stone Roses,
a mood swing f o r ~ ' I ~ ~ ~ eItr iwas
c a .in many ripping up a picture of the pope in front of influence millions, it's good that there are The Red Hot Chili Peppers, Sisters of Mercy,
ways a year of conflict. Cable television's a wholly confused audience on Saturday now shows that feature rap, hip-hop, dance Elvis (this Elvis bit has gone too too far),
ever exploitive market was chock full of NightLive(afar cry from Paul Simon dressed and alternative music on a regular basis, just Joumey, Bob Marley, PinkFloyd and others.
documentaly style 'cop' shows, most prob- up as a chicken on the same show a decade so we can think we're getting the whole There was a need for unreleased material as
abiy inspired by the hype surrounding the and a half earlier). The MTV generation picture.
well. Enter new but old albums from NirRodney King footage. From the L.A.
upris- redefined itself with a rougher but realistic
If nothing else though, there were some vana, PublicEnemy,ErasureandTheSmiths.
ings, to the entire Amy Fisher sham, the outlook, a heavier sound and even a guest unique albums coming out that more or less
Some of 1992's albums were outstanding,
events surrounding 1992 were certainly ex- appearance by the then presidential candi- reflected the year pretty well. In keeping some weren't. For the latter part of this
ploited, if nothing else, by a public tired of date Bill Clinton.
with the trend for ~rnericanswantin~~more',
column I'm going to do my best to discern
the 'so-so' and needed to see more, to feel
The voting force for this presidential elec- marketers found that in 1992 there was even between the two. Right or wrong, there
more.
tion was vastly influenced by today's kids, more of an interest in import, bootleg style won't be another year called 1992.

Leo Nieter

The Best Albums of 1992
Neil Young - Harvest Moon
In keeping with his style
established well before most
artists on this list were even
around, Neil Young comes back
with perhaps one of his most
honest and timeless records yet.

R.E.M. - Automatic for the

Red Hot Chili Peppers BloodSugarSexMagik
Hailed by many fans as the
band's strongest work. The
album, recorded in a rumored
haunted house, is consistent
from beginning to end.
Lush - Spooky
The banhls second full length
album is their strongest yet, and
rivaled much of what was on
alternative charts around the
world. Definitely a 'Superblast'.
Eric Clapton - Unplugged
The much needed coilection
of songs from a live session at
MTV boast 'Tears in Heaven'
and the class~c(but recently
overplay~d)'Layla'.
Frir

.

Beastie Boys - Check Your
Head
The long-awaited album stays
in check with the fury the
Beasties copped years back.
Spinal Tap -'Break Like The
Wind
The classic Tap fumbled
through yet another album and
tour. Enough said.
Sugar - Copper Blue
Hob Mould delivers with his
new trio, thus winning over
several concerned Htisker Dti
fans as well as opening doors tc
several new ones.
Luka Bloom - The Acoustic
Motorbike
Bloom is without a doubt the
premiere acoustic player of the
90's. His second album is
borderline flawless.
Pale S~zints- In Ribbons
Probably the best concept
albunl oi thc year, the Pale
Saints brokc into thc I1.S. market
with 3 fresh new album (one that
dorsn't cost 522.00!as wrll).
U2 - Achtling Baby
Although a cliche of themselves
at this point, 1;2's album marks a
changc In their style, proving
that they can if nothing else,
adapt to thc tirncs. Their gamble
paid olC big

Morrissey - Your Arsenal
The Moz lost more than one
fan with his numerous cancelled
dates and perpetuai whining.
The album attests to that wimpy
attitude, even with his boistrous
backup band.
Madonna - Erotica
Her book didn't do much for
me in the way of layout, and it
certainly didn't teach me anything about
sex that I
didn't
already
know except the
way
Madonna
likes to do it. 'Erotica' just sits
there, much like her past three
efforts. And yet the world keeps
her around ...

Arrested Development - 3
Years 5 Months ...
The best hip-hop album of the
year is certainly racially concious,
but genuinely fun to hear.
10,000 Maniacs - Our Time
In Eden
Much as R.E.M. has grown
up,
so has Natalie Merchant and her
20,000 Maniacs. The album
completes a circle of moods and
boasts the JB horns on several
tracks.
Sonic Youth - Dirty
O n e of the more successful
albums from the band's catalog,
'Dirty' is 103% stronger than
most of the Seattle stuff everyone was banking on.
The Beautiful~outh- 0898
If nothing else, they're the
largest band included in this list
(their onstage team consisted of
15). '0898' is the British bands'
third and best album. This brand
of brilliant sublime pop is
incapable of being labeled.
Singles soundtrack
What better a way to musically
represent young American love
in the 90's than with a
soundtrack of young American
bands primarily from the happening horthwest region.
Anyone thc least bit intrigued
with lhat movement should
enjoy th~s.

Kriss Kross

The Worst Albums of 1992
Prince and the N e w Power
Generation - Some of the pop
and classic rock folks can hang
around until well after I'm gone.
Prince isn't one of them. The
flashy holographic cover should
lnciude a stibliminal message
'wan-iiiig oi boredbtn. ' '.' ' .

'

Kriss Kross - Totally Krossed
Out
Obviously taking off where
Milli Vanilli left off, Kriss Kross
from Atlanta are doing their best
to keep five and six year olds
buying cassette singles at WalMart. They might be O.K.
rappers if you gve them a
.,
decade. '
,

I
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The Cure - Wish
Robert Smith and his band of
croanies should know better than
to put out another album that
sounds like 'Disintegration'. His
rep's too good to release more of
the same sounding stuff.
Garth Brooks - The Chase
Garth Garth Garth. Anyone
with even
the slightest
interest in
country
music has
heard too
much out
of this guy.
I wouldn't
Garth Brooks
have it out
for him, but the entire 'Crossover
Country' thing is as livid as it is
comy.
Bon Jovi - Keep The Faith
Another sad case of a media
revival. Stay home
Nine Inch Nails - Broken
Apparently recorded due to a
contract fufillment, the 21 minute
disc only temporanly was
packaged with the bonus EP I
doubt it tied anyone over in
between dlbums
Def Leppard - Adrenalize
Let's get let's get let's get let's
get ripped How many hmes
can the same band release the
same albums under cheesy one
word titles?
The Pixles - Trompe Le
Monde
Everyone tells me that all signs
point to the fact that I should
really dig the Plxies Hardly All
the beautiful layout that they
have isn't worth a flip compared
mth the rehash they call a
sound Even Alec Eiffel sounds
like something I've already
heard
Sinead O'Connor - Am I Not
Your Girl?
Isn't the rule of thumb is that
you tend not to release an album
of covers until your career is
under your belt? ~ i c e ~ g o i n g
Sinead, it's a shame about
Arnenca
Wayne's World soundtrack
Responsible for the revitalization of an untimely Queen song
not to mention Gary Wright's
Dreamweaver. In my opinion,
the tunes'on this compilahon
could easily maintain their luster
without regular radio and
television airplay all over again or was that the whole point?
The Best Singles of 1992
St. Etienne - Only Love Can
Break Your Heart
0K., it's aNeil Young song.
Covers usually shnk, but St
Enhenne works through the
problem just fine here. A must

U2 - One

O.K.O.K.,
maybe it was
overplayed, but the song will test
time, even if the band's starting
to push it. Regardless of its
exposure, the song is already a
rock classic.
Ministry - Jesus Built My
Hotrod
When you look back on 1992,
it should be apparent that any
man with a good car truly
doesn't need to be justified. Even
if the new Ministry album has
some quirks, this single will be
looked on as quite a milestone
for the year.
kd Lung - Constant Craving
Although her album 'Ingenue'
is wonderful from beginning to
end, Constant Craving is certainly one of the pinnacles of
kd's career. This single might just
mark the time that people will
start taking notice of country
artists that aren't necessarily from
the South as well.
The Worst Singles of 1992
Billy Ray Cyrur - Achy
Breaky Heart
The queen mother. Themost
heinous excuse for a 'cutesie'
since The Chipmunks. Billy Ray
must be the Weird A1 of countIy
or something far worse. Too bad
the whole album is pathetic as

The Best Tour of 1992
U2 with Public Enemy
Georgia Dome, Atlanta GA
1 was honestly skeptical to
witness the entire Zoo TV
concept live, but the show was
honestly the most amazing feat
of what stadium size tours can
offer. The only disappointment
is that U2 will never be able to
effectively duplicate or top the
set of Zoo W .

The Worst Tour of 1992
Lollopolooza I1
Lakewood
Ampitheatre, Atlanta GA
Concert promoters quickly
realized that with the success of
last year's Lollopolooza, an
attempt to duplicate the festivities was a must. Although they
came out ahead of the game this
year, Perry Farrell's Lollopolooza
I1 was little more than a souped
up version of last year's, only this
year MTV decided to pledge its
full support. Good thing this
year Perry had the good sense to
find some amazing side show
freaks.
The Best Reissue Packages
of 1992
Felt - Cherry RedlFuturist
Definately one of the more
underrated bands of the 80's,
Both Futuristic and Cheny Red
Records have done a splendid
job of rereleasing the earlier Felt
catalog.
Modern English - 4AD
In keeping with the popular
rerelease trend, 4AD has done a
fine job with the three albums
that were originally on the 4AD
listing, complete with the original
artwork in gold foil inks.
R.E.M. - I.R.S.
Murmur and Reckoning. The
two first and finest R.E.M.
albums have been rereleased
Sir Mix A Lot - Baby Got
while the sales of the original
Back
CD's are still doing quite well.
This boys' room rapper s~ngle Go figure. The extra tracks
handedly devalued the number
tacked on to the end of these are
one position of Billboard's Hot
a must for collectors and R.E.M.
2 0 0 by spending close to two
fans alike, even if you do have
months at the top. Rap and hipthe originals.
hop in the past years have
Biggest Disappointment
become an important and viable of 1992art form. Baby Got Back is not
The B-52 S - Good Stuff
such an ?ample.
These guys are just milking the
Ugly Kid Joe - Everything
market of alternative funsters and
About You
the 30-Something danceteria
The problem with most rock
types. What a letdown.
is that it either directly copies
Zeppelin, The Beatles or Hendrix
or it just flat out sucks It's not
fair that acts with a ton of
creativity and equally talented
musicianship get shafted by the
corporate greed that insists on
selling the whole rock and roll
thing to eigth graders.

We

Love J a x State

Your All Variety Station 91.9 FM:

-

Calvin's Playhouse Thursdays 7 10 p.m.
@MindgardenSundays 7 10 p.m.
The Other Side Fridays 10 p.m. 2 a.m.
Christian Celebration Sundays 10 a.m. 12 noon
Jazz Tracks, Classic Rock, and much more!

-

-

Request Line:
782-5592

STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT
March 1 3,1993

11

Ill

Applications are now being taken for the 1993 Miss
JSU Scholarship Pageant sponsored by Phi M u Alpha Sinfonia. The applications may be picked up at
the information center in the office of Teresa Stricklin
beginning on Monday, January18. The Information
Center i s located on Hwy. 204, just acrois from Self
Hall and next to Dixon Hall. Applications must be
turned in to Teresa Stricklin by February 23, Miss
JSUis a preliminary pageant to Miss Alabama. If you
have any questions, please call Teresa Stricklin at
782-5 260.

Specials
Every Night 7 - 9 p.m
-Mondays 25G Specialsfrom 7 - 9 p.m.

11.

TAVERN
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Looking for a few good movies
1992 was a year of change.
Okay, maybe, but not in the
entertainment industry. Once
again, there was something for
eveqone at your friendly local
movie theater. For the fourth
straight year, industry box office
receipts exceeded expectations,
as did the quality of the films.
There were a few givens in 1992
... Rob Reiner's "A Few Good
Men" came through as expected, Reasant surprises,
though, kept things exciting.
The Fledgling Movie Critic
does his first Ten Best List:
10. "Preludeto a Kiss"
Alec Baldwin reprises his
Broadway role in a moving
adaptation of the Broadway play.
I know I'm going against the
grain here, but this is escapism at
its best: a sweet, romantic fantasy
like this is rare. Already available
on video.
9. "Honeymoon in Vegas"
Nicholas Cage gives a howling
performance in Andrew
Bergman's summer romantic

comedy. No doubt this is the
best film of its type since "When
Harry Met Sally." Sarah Jessica
Parker and James Caan are
terrific as well. Watch for this
one on video soon.
8. "The Player"
Talk about name-dropping.
Robert Altrnan packs his fascinating Hollywood-Babylon tale
with cameos from everyone from
Cher to Bruce Willis. Tim
Robbins as the Hollywood
producer who accidentally hlls
an aspiring writer is almost
shown up by Whoopi Goldberg
as the detective that investigates
him, though.
7. "A League of Their Own"
Penny Marshall comes into
her own with this moving story
of a women's baseball league
during World War 11. Her starstudded cast makes the most of
their roles; the supporting cast
stands out: Rosie O'Donnel and

Jon Lovitz are fantastic.
6. "Mr. Saturday Night"
Billy Crystal directed, produced and co-wrote this comedyldrama about the life of
stand-up comic Buddy Young, Jr.
What could have been an ego
trip for Crystal (remember
"Prince of Tides"?) turned out to
be a wonderful, bittersweet story
Watch for the supporting
performance of the year: David
Payrner as the comic's brother
and manager is sure-fire Oscar
material.
5. "SchoolTies"
You had to look fast to find
this film in theaters, but it was
the year's most pleasant surprise.
O n the surface, this film was a
study of late 50s-early 60s
prejudice, as students at an allmale prep school turn against
their Jewish friend. But what lies
underneath is more interesting: a
look at baby boomers on the
edge of adulthood and their
panic to succeed.

Hanks and Geena
Davis hit a homer

were critical and

See movies page 9

Which is why the campus meal plan makes so much sense.
We do all the work. And you get to enjoy great tasting,
wholesome meals prepared fresh daily.
)

*ALL PRICES
SALES TAX.

There are a number of flexible meal plans to choose from,
designed for off campus as well as resident students. So
sign u p soon. Because it's silly to do any more homework
than you have to

Thursday, January 21, 1993
1. "A Few Good Men"

Movies
From page 8
4. "RaisingCain"
Director Brian De Palma
("Carrie") returns to horror, his
bread-and-butter genre, after a
too-long venture into the dregs
of cinema ("Casualties of War"
and the absolutely awful "Bonfire of the Vanities"). His
technical tricks, coupled with a
dizzying performance from John
Lithgow, make this thriller a
must-see. Look out for that trick
coda, a Brian De Palma trademark. On video later this month.
3. "Unforgiven"
Would it be sacrilegious to say
that Clint Eastwood could show
John Wayne a thing or two
about True Grit? Maybe not.
Eastwood may be singularly
responsible for the rebirth of a
genre that was all but dead: the
western. His brilliant direction
brings the shotguns and saddles
into the Realist '905, something
you just can't say about "Dances
With Wolves."

2.

l lad din"

Disney's follow-up to "Beauty
and the Beast" is more than just
a worthy successor. This delight-

Enough with the cynical critics
who say it's too long, too
incredulous, too predictable. Rob
Reiner's adaptation of
Broadway's longest running
drama is the most entertaining
movie of the year. The sensational story of a young lawyer
searching for truth in a military
trial is brought to life by nearperfect performances from Tom
Cruise and Jack Nicholson. The
rest of the cast does its job. But
the overall standout is Demi
Moore: a wonderful tum in a
role that doesn't require her to
fall in love.
That's the good news. Of
course, with all the fantastic
movies around this past year, no
Grosses in millions
I one would even bother with
movies like the dreadfully
ful film is a miracle of animation. produced "Alien3,"Eddie
Robin Williams gives the genie a Murphy's "Boomerang," or
Stephen King's "Sleepwalkers,"
voice in true "Good Morning
right? Unfortunately, large
Vietnam" fashion, and Alan
numbers of viewers turned out
Menken's music is as fluid as
for such bombs as the muchever. Howard Ashman's lyrics
anticipated "Bram Stoker's
will be missed, but if Disney
Dracuia" and the over two-hour
keeps turning out these wonderlove dirge "The Bodyguard."
ful films year after year after
Wait...is that "I Will Always Love
year, you won't hear me comYou" on the radio again?
plain.
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UP CLOSE
Elisha Gilliland

-

$1

V1

3

FRATERN
TIY RUSH
Register in the Office of Student Activities

for more information

W h a t if
had towalk around JSU1scampusblindfolded.
while many students are rushing in cars to and from their next
class? This isthe illustrationthat JSU sophomore Elisha Gilliland
uses to describe blindness.
Gilliland, one of 24 visually impaired students on campus,
has returned to JSU to complete her degree in Elementary
Education.Gilliland has been severelyvisually impairedsince
she was 18 months old, but despite the impairment she was
able to function with some vision.
In November of 1991.at the start of her second year at JSU,
Gilliland woke up one morning to discover she could not see
- her retina had detached. although she had lived with a
severe impairment since infancy, she was not completely
preparedfortotal blindness. "It wasa change when I woke up
and couldn't see anymore," she said.
Gilliland immediately underwent surgery in an attempt to
reattach the retina, and when the first surgery failed, she
went through several other procedures before doctors decided the damage could not be repaired unless new technologies are developed. Gilliland was unable to return that
semester, but did arrange to complete her courses. After
taking the spring semester off to recover from the surgeries,
she went to Florida for three weeks during the summerto train
with a seeing-eye dog.
Now Elisha is back at JSU, along with her new friend Yaz, a
large black Labrador Retriever, who has been trained to
assist the blind since birth. "Many people don't understand
what Yaz'sjob is," Gilliland says. "People tend to think of Yaz
as a guard dog."
As far as laws are concerned, Yaz is permitted to go
anywhere with Gilliland. She has never been challenged on
the issue of bringing an animal into a public facility.
Gilliland can be seen many times going to class with Yaz
who is constantly on the look out for people who won't stop
for pedestrians at crosswalks. "People are in such a hurry that
they won't stop for anyone and they are not considerate,"
she says. "During the rainy days last week, Yaz and I stood in
the rain for about three minutes before someone stopped for
us to cross," she says.

-- Clavius K. Gresham
Features Writer
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"I toGht I taw a putty-tat
I diiiiiiiid I diii~idt c w a putty tat1"-Tweetie

v i c e upon a time, in a
quite suburb, lived a cute,
little sparrow named Chirpy.
Her ems had hatched and

I

and sail effortlesslythrough
the air on warm-springbreezes. She was so
very free and happy.
K e n one day, she flew
directly into a slidim elass P
door, snappedher.n&ii
died instantl9. Her help
chicks were &iten by a cat . .;?

"Buffy T h e Festering Boil"
"Felix and His Flatulating Ferret?"

u,,.

and the award winning:

"Head Wce! Head Wce! Head Lice!"

KILGORE'S
I

1

SERVICE CENTER

.All

43.5-5184

105 Tarver St.

.
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'TWO DOUBLE CHEESEBURGERS

2 FORS2

PLUS

TAX

DOING WHATEVER
IT TAKES!
McDonald's
312 N. Pelham Rd.

8 1982 McDonald's Ccrporallon

Find Your Bean!

pais is

"Cornouterized ~ u t Reoairs"
o

.Jacksonville , ,

I

~

All3 NOTMIRfffLOVEAND WAR!
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THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

Careening through the neighborhood with
reckless abandon, none of them suspected that
Tuffy was still tied up.

MY FAM\LY

$ MY B€HA\I\OR \S ADDICT\VE
FUNCT\ON\NG \N A D\SEASE
1 PROCESS OF W\C
CoDEPENDENC'i .' I NEED
HOUST\C HEAUNG AND
WEUNESS BEFORE I'U
ACCEPT ANY R€SPoN3\B\L\TY,
FOR M I ACTIONS!

\S

THE Crossword

by Frank Geary
A

"You didn't give me a chance to elaborate, friend.
Mitsy doesn't bite, but man, can she kicM"

...
ACROSS
1 Arlz. city
5 Theda of the
sllents
9 Snares
13 lnflexlble
14 Turklc
language
15 Spin like
16 Raise
17 High up
18 "I -man
with
19 Obstruction
20 Trickster
22
of Tarsus
24 Russ. river
25 Billed and
Cooed
28 Native of: ruff.
29 Lettuce type
32 Cathedral clty
34 Flashtube
device
36 Engrossed

37 Court
39 Freshly
40
as pie
43 Display
cabinet
46
diem
47 Conger
49 Piloted
50 Ralnes of
fllms
51 Pielet
52 Bluffer
57 Luplno of
fllms
60 It. river
61 Do-nothing
62 Dictator
63 Cheryl or Alan
64 Brlght lights
65 Ralson d'66 Succulent
plant
67 Stoneware
68 Cruising

-

-

..."

-

-

01993 Tribune Medla Servlces Inc
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DOWN

1 111Ocent
2 Pa. port
porl
3 Blarney man
4 Hill
Hlll builder
bullder
5 Island near

"For crying out loud, I was hibernating!. . .
Don't you guys ever take a pulse?"

Java
6 Partlcle
7 ionery
8 Naive
Nalve
9 Gr. letter
10 Entry

Obsene
Obsene
Mast
More lanky
"Candid
Camera" man
21 Dlll plant
23 Blood vessel
25 Fragment
26 Aspect
26
27 Aspect
Mornlna
Morning
moisture
29 Swindlers
11
11
12
14
20

Portly
Madeclothes
Made clothes
Help!
Help!
Snake
Exclamations
Identity
Shouting
Shouting
Weasel's
Weasel's
couslns
45 cousins
Endure
45
Endure
Harryor
48 Harry
or s t e d '
30
31
33
33
35
38
41
42
42
44
44

r

.

50 Eat away
~
~
52 ~
Roosevelt's

'

dog
53 Verbal
54 Annul
55 Plum
56 Fowl
58 Defy
58
Defy
59 Scope
62 .Souial~affalr

~

~ANSWERS
t
,

s

WILL APPEAR
IN NEXT
WEEK'S
EDITION
I

,

O

j
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SPORTS
JSUfinds the road too tough;
dram two to Delta and UNA
Tim Hathcock
Sports Editor

CLEVELAND, Miss. -JSU dropped
its second consecutive road conference loss to Delta State here
Monday night by a 89-69 score.
The loss was a tough one to
swallow merely by the fact of the
wide margin. JSU head coach Bill
Jones sent out his assistant James
Hobbs to handle his post-game
radio interview. Jones was busy,
still talking to his team nearly an
hour after the end of the game
which dropped JSU to 10-5 overall
and 2-2 in the Gulf South Conference.
"I guess we brought out the best
in Delta," Hobbs told the radio
audience. Hobbs may have been
referring to the shooting performance put on by Delta State. The
Statesmen shot a red-hot 58percent from the field. JSU trailed 4527 at the half and never threatened
in the second half.
Paul Davis led the Statesmen
with 17 points.
JSU was paced by Jeff Terrywith
20 points. Carl Hams added 15

points. Anthony Kingston was held
below double figures for the first
time this year. He finished with
nine points.
The defeat was a complete one.
No JSU player had more than four
rebounds or three assists.
Delta State is now 13-5 and 3-2
in the GSC.

North Alabama 90, JSU 74
The Gamecocks fell hard to the
Lions in Florence before 3,287 boisterous fans. JSU wasn't prepared
for the rigors of the road, falling
behind 53-35 at the hall.
The Gamecocks made a run in
the second half after Jones read the
riot act to his troops. But the rally
would fall short. Nate Morris scored
25 points for the Lions.
Terry again led the Gamecock
attack with 17 points. Joby Powell
had 14, Tracy Posey 13 and
Kingston 11.
Jones is still in search of his
399th and 400th victories. That
search begins Saturday at home
against Valdosta State. The 400th
win for /ones could come Monday
night ;hen JSU hosts West G e o r
gia.
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SI sticks it
to theTide

Surely those of you who subscribe to Sports Iliustrated got a
jolt when, after Alabama dismantled Miami in the Sugar
Bowl towin the national title, the
magazine didn't see fit to put the
Tide on its cover.
Instead, SI put Jim Valvano,
the basketball coach-hlmed-television analyst who is battling
life-threatening cancer. Granted,
Valvano's story is a touching
one and well-written. But nothing is in the story that would
have made it any less timely had
it been run the next week or the
week after that.
It's not as if it was a latebreaking story. Everyone even
remotely interested in sports and
most of those who are not knew
the two would meet in an epic
battle for the mythical national
championship.
Those guys at SI aren't making the big money for nothing,
though. Seeing an opportunity
Anthony Kingston (20) slams one home vs. Alabama
to make up for the boo-boo, SI
A&M.
announced itwas issuing a commemorative issue with the Tide
on the cover. It is the only time
in the history of the sport's top
magazine it has printed a commemorative issue. The special
issue would be sold only in
Alabama,
at a price $1 higher
the boards with 18 rebounds.
Tim Hathcock
than
the
regular
issue. Never
LaTanya Patty led Delta State
Sports Editor
miss
a
chance
to
make
an easy
with 26 points.
buck.
Alabama
fans,
and
prosCLEVELAND, Miss. - JSU took
JSU held Delta State to a 35
pectors eager to grab a magazine
the nation's No. 3 team and de- percent shooting percentage, but
sure to be worth many times
fending national champion to over- offset that with 27 turnovers.
more than its issue price are
73time on the road before losing
North Alabama 64, JSU 62
snagging up the 100,000 copies
66.
JSU went into Florence's Flowers
faster
than Guy Hunt can spend
The Delta State Lady Statesmen Hall maybe just a bit overconfident
a
"love
offering."
have won three of the last four and found itself on the wrong end
Did
SI
plan the special issue
national titles and have beaten of the score. Thomas had a chance
just
to
make
a buck? I don't think
JSU 18 of 21 times in the history of to tie the score but her length of
so. But it was bad enough Alathe series.
the court drive resulted in a layup
bama was dissed on the cover,
JSU trailed 32-36 at the half but that came just after the buzzer.
did
it have to squeeze an extra
came back to tie it at the end of
Jana Simmons led JSU with 11
buck
out of the deal?
regulation at 58-58.
points. Jenny Pitts added 10.
Even
worse, the week before
The Lady Statesmen scored the
Rhnea Ellenburg scored 20 points
SI
put
out
its year-ending speovertime period's first seven points for North Alabama, 18 of them in
i
cial,
with
a
daily calendar of
to pull off the victory and avoid the first half. JSU trailed at the half
what
happened
in the sports
the upset. Terrace Spears led JSU 44-31, but came back strong only
world. Not one mention of JSU's
with 18 points. Shaun Thomas to fall short.
national championship. DO I
scored l 6 Tra"/ h t o n had l3
With the two losses, JSU is now
points and continued to dominate 7-5 on the season.
See Hathcock* page 14

JSUdrops overtime
thriller to Delta State

Meredith Crowder (22) looks for an opening against
the Mississippi College defense.

THE
CHANTICLEER
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Gamecocks play on during holiday break
From staff reports

Here is a wrap up of JSU's men's
basketball action during the holiday break.

Pfeiffer 97, JSU 80
After a five-gamewinn~ngstreak,
JSU ran into a buzzsaw in Pfeiffer
College on Dec. 14. JSU dropped
to 5-2 with the home loss to the
No. 3 team in NAIA.
JeffTeny led four Gamecocks in
double figures with 16 points.
The two big men inside for the
Falcons was too much for JSU.
Center Antonio Harvey at 6-foot11-inches and forward Antone
Davison at 6-foot 8-inches combined for 39 points. Pfeiffer's big
height advantage forced a seasonlow36percent shootingeffo.rtfrom
the Gamecocks.

Raindrop Classic
JSU lost to Seattle Pacific for its
second consecutive loss but improved to 6-3 on the year by winning the following night against
Seattle University.

JSU 97, Athens State 91
JSU returned to action after the
holidays with a Jan. 4 matchup
with Athens State in Athens. This
would be JSU's third win over the
Bears this season and moved the
Gamecocks overall mark to 7-3.
Teny pumped in a career-best

The JSU Lady Gamecocks played
a handful of games while students
were on vacation during the holidays.

Ark.-Monticello 102, JSU 88
JSU traveled to Pensacola for the
West Florida New Year's Classic
and dropped the game despite a
triple-double from guard Shaun
Thomas. The junior scored 26
points, handed out 12 assists and
nabbed 11 rebounds for the Lady
Gamecocks.
It wasn't enough to offset a slow
start and big foul trouble.JSU trailed
3618 early, but fought back to take
a63-58lead in the second half. But,
five Lady Gamecocks would foul
out and the Cotton Blossoms took
advantage.
JSU fell to 4-2 on the season with
the loss.

Montevallo 89, JSU 78
JSU lost before a sparse crowd at
Pete Mathews Coliseum to the

JSU 109, Ala. A&M 104

and Harris both scored 12 points
and Powell added an extra boost in
JSU moved to 2-0 in the GSC the secbnd half in the win.
and 9-3 overall with its second
Terry and Kingston led the balconsecutive home win. After see- anced scoring attackwith 13 points
ing their back court mates lead the apiece.
team in earlier contests, big men
Mississippi College, picked to
Posey, Powell and Carl Hams each finish second in the conference,
decided to get in on the act. Posey dropped to 6 4 and 0-2 in the GSC.

JSU 76, Miss. College 65

Posey continued his good play by
scorching the nets for 27 points in
the home non-conference win.
Posey hit on nine of 10 shots
from the field and nine of 12 from
the free throw line for a career
high. The win improved JSU's mark
to 10-3 on the season.

JSU 95, Livingston 78
Mosley continued his fine play
in JSU's opening Gulf South Conference game. The senior scored a
career-high 26 points in the Gamecocks first home game in nearly a
month.
Mosley, with a career average of
3.8 points per game, led his team
to the win and an 8-3 record.
Plavina
, " with confidence of a veteran, Mosley hit 10 of 15 shots on
the night. After trailing by I1 points
in the first half, JSU tumedit around
for its own 11-point lead at the half,
4635.
Mosley was aided by four other
Gamecocks in double figures. Senior Anthony Kingston had 17
points, Terry finished with 16,Joby
Powell 11 and Tracy Posey 10.
Mosley played the game despite
the death of his uncle just a few
days- earlier, with whom he was
close. He had considered not play-

Lady Gamecocks search
for right combinations
From staff reports

ing.

30 points, hitting eight of 12 3pointers. Terry, a transfer from
Walker Junior College, combined
with senior guard Fred Mosley to
lead JSU to the victory. Mosley hit
three 3-pointers of his own and
finished with 12 points. After
spending much of his career on
the bench, Mosley has become a
vital part of the JSU attack.
JSU led 48-46 at halftime.

NAIA power Montevallo and
dropped its record to 4-3.
JSU 86, Livingston 85
After a pressure-filled team meeting held by head coach Tony
Mabrey and attended by men's
coach Bill Jones, the Lady Gamecocks played an inspired game to
take the home win. Terrace Spears
hit a 3-pointer that gave JSU a lead
with 45 seconds left the Lady Gamecocks wouldn't give up.
Freshman LaSheli Humphrey
came off the bench to score 12
points for JSU. The Lady Gamecocks were led by Tracy Linton
with 19 points and 15 rebounds.

JSU 78, Miss. College 62
JSU took the momentum from
the Livingston game into its contest with Mississippi College. The
Lady Gamecocks grabbed a 38-28
lead at the half and never looked
back.
Meredith Crowder scored 18

See Search
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stuffing envelopes.
For details
RUSH $1.00 With SASE 10:

-

11 manual 35' h m camera, have I

II

reliable transportation, and be
able to work weekends. Positions t o be filled i n early Janu-

I
I

We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like
to make $500 $1,500 for
one week marketing project
right on campus. Must be
organizedand hard working.
Call (8001592-2121 ext. 308.

-

Hathcock
From page 12
hear another commemorahve issue in the works7
.

quallfy for the GSC tournament In
late February by finishing as one of
the top four teams i n , k confer***
ence
A key stretch wll be back-toJSU's basketball team found out back road games against Missisthis past weekend what it's like<to slppl College and Llvingston to
play on the road in the Gulf South end the regular season
Don't be surprised if the GameConference The Delta State loss
was to be expected
cocks pull off an upset and w n the
After all, the Statesmen were conference tournament JSU, nbw
p~ckedto win the conference. ~ ; t , 2-2, should finlsh the conference
the North Alabama game was one schedule at 8-4or 7-5, whch should
the Gamecocks were capable of be good enough to get into the
wnning
tournament
But, sometimes, losses can help
***
a team Thls team is a talented one,
but IS one that is still trying to find
There are many parallels beits chemlstty When there are so
tween
JSU's men's and women's
many new players on a team, ifs
happens often that one guy zigs teams A ioad of talented newcomwhen hls teammate thought he ers made expectations h ~ g hfor the

potentially lose R e m ~ m b e rthat
last year, the Lady Gamecockswere
excluded mth 18 wins They probably need to go 12-2 for the remainder of the regular season and
win one game In the conference
tournament to make ~t to tournament
That would put thelr record at
t m ~ g hnot
t be
20-8, whlch m ~ g hor
good enough
Key games are In abundance,
startlng wlth a tough road game
tonight against Montevallo The
NAIA power has already beaten
JSU at home thls season That is
followed a week later by a hvegame road stretch Immediately
upon returning home the Lady
Gamecocks wli be treated to a
game mth the defending nabonal
champlonsfrom Delta State, a team

I

Conveniently Located Around Corner From Brother's

m Specialty Cakes Made
From Scratch

C O E E E C ~ R N E RJACKSONVILLE
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SAT. 7:00 - 5:00
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JSUgets three commitments
back 20 times and caused seven
fumbles for the 12-1 Bulldogs.
North Alabama, Tuskegee and
Alabama State were also courting
Blair.
The Gamecocks also received
commitments from Ashville's
Maurice Bell and Pel1 CitylsTyrone
Cohill.
Bell, a 6-foot I-inch linebacker
had 121 tackles for Ashville, which
finished 12-2 and lost to eventual

JSU has started reaping rewards
from its national championship in
the form of three recruiting commitments from top local players.
Anniston's Warren Blair, a 6
foot3-inch195-poundoutside linebacker announced his intention to
sign with the Gamecocks. He mll
join his older brother Mondreco, a
startingdefensive end for JSU.The
younger Blair recorded 127 tackles
this y e a r . ' ~ esacked the quarter-

state champion Eiba in the playoffs.
Cohill is a 5-foot 10-inch 170pound defensive backwho helped
the Panthers to the 5A playoffs and
a 7-4 record.
National signing day is Feb. 3.
That'swhen these players and others will make their choices official.
Verbal commitments are not binding until the players return their
scholarship papers.

makes it to third
Super Bowl; Davis falls short
From staft reports

JSU has one former player in the Super Bowl and
vexy nearly had another.
Keith McKeller of the Buffalo Billsmll be malung
his third consecuhve appearance in the NFL's biggest game.
Enc Davis of the San Francisco 49ers fell one
victory short of meeting up mth McKeller in the big
showdown
McKeller caught one pass, an 11-yard reception

that kept a sconng drive alive, and recovered an
onside luck in the Bills' 29-10 romp over the Dolphins
~nMiami's Joe Robbie Stadium
Daws played a key role in his game's most crucial
moment. He veIy nearly intercepted a pass Alvin
Harper eventually caught for a big gainer that set up
the score for the Cowboys that eventually led to
Dallas' 30-20mn over the 49ers in the slop that passed
for Candleshck Park
The Super Bowl wll be played at 5 p m , Jan. 31 in
the Rose Bowl at Pasadena, Calif

Basebal1 clinic to feature Detroit
--Tigers1 All-star shortstop Fryman
From staff reports
Travis Fryman of the Detroit Tigersmll be on campus for the 11th
annual JSU baseball clinlc The
clinic wll begin at noon and run
unhl 5 p rn on Sunday, Feb 7 in
Pete Mathews Collseum
The All-star shortstop mll be
joined by a number of others associatedmthcollegeandprofessional
baseball.
Former JSU players Craig
Holman of the Philadelphia Phillies

Search
From page 13
points to lead JSU.Jenny Pitts added
16 and Anita Davis scored 12 off
the bench Linton was held to five
polnts but grabbed 15 rebounds
JSU went to 2-0 m the Gulf
South Conference w t h the m n

organization and Tim Van Egrnond
of the Boston Red Sox organization are also scheduled to appear
FormerTmns manager Cal Ermer
mll be there along with scout Joe
Campbell of the Dodgers, Ken
Parker of the Plrates and Jullan
Mock and Terry Abbott of the
Cincinnati Reds
Three former Gamecock players
now in the junior college coaching
ranks will also take part in the
clinic. Jabo Jordan of Southern
Union, Randv Putman of Wallace-

Hanceville and Mac Seibert of Jeff
Davis are scheduled to appear
Admission for players is $10 in
advance and $15 at the door Admission is free for coaches and
parents
Players are encouraged to sign
up early to guarantee a spot in the
clinic Last year, 800 players took
part in the clinlc
Early registration forms can be
picked up at the Gamecock Field
House. High school teamscancall
782-5358forrates and reservahons

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

300 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR
POLYGRAPH RESEARCH PROJECT
FEBRUARY 2-12 EACH PARTICIPANT
WILL WORK ONLY 4 HOURS
EXCELLENT PAY
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED
M0N.-FRI 9-4

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!!
Individuals and Student
Organizations wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK,
call the
leader,
Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013.

ANNISTON EMPLOYMENT &
TEMPORARY SERVICES, INC.
1302 Noble St., Lyric Square, 2-1
Anniston
237-9336

+

JSU 112, Alabama A&M 74
JSU scored its biggest output of
the year in the non-conference
home game against the outmanned
Lady Bulldogs
All 12 Lady Gamecocks saw action in the game Spears led five
players in double figures mth 17
points Linton scored 16 points
and hauled in 17 rebounds.

RESEARCH INFORMATION

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat
sorority team club etc
pltches ~n just one hour
and your group Can raise
SI 000 in lust a few days1
Plus a chance to earn

Largest Library of Informationin U.S.
19,218TOPICS - ALL SUSJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Vlsa/h4Cor COD
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NCAA
Division I1
Basketball Poll

I

Cai. St.-Bakersfield
Washburn
Philadelphia Textile
Franklin Pierce
Virglnia Union

GSC Standings
TEAM
Conference Record Overall Record
Llvlng~ton
3-1
10-4
Delta State
3-1
8-4
2-1
9-5
North Alabama
2-2
10-5
JSU
M , ~College
~.
2-2
8-4
Valdosta State
6-6
1-3
West Georgia
1-4
3-12

GSC Women's
Standings
TEAM
Conference Record Overall Record
Delta State
4-0
9-4
~ 1 ~college
s .
3-1
7-6
2-2
7-5
Js"
Llvingston
2-2
8-4
2-3
west Georgia
8-5
Valdosta State
2-3
7-9
North Alabama
1-3
7-6

loI

No cost No obl~gatlon

.

1

Or, N S $2
~ 00 to' Reseanh Infomution
11322IdahoAp~XX)G-A,Lor,Angdes,CA9W25,
>
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NCAA
Division I1
Women's Poll

1

I. North Dakota State
2. Bentley
3. Wishburn
4. Delta State
5. Michigan Tech
6. North Dakota
7. Mlssouri So. State
7. Troy
Nccentral
State
8. Northern M~ch.
8. South Dakota
9. Gal Poly Pomona
9. Central Oklahoma
10. Pitt.-Johnstown
10. Tampa
11.Augustana
11. Kentucky Wesleyan
12. Northern Ky.
tie. North Dakota
13. Missouri Western St. 13.Indiana, Penn.
14. Norfolk State
14. Bridgeport
15. Flor~daTech
15. Gannon
16. St. Michael's
16. New Hampshire C
17. portland state
17. Southern lndlana
18. St. Augustine's
18. Florlda Southern
20.
19. Florida
Phila. Textile
Southern
20.
19. A
Bentley
I ~ s ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ h

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

WD800.351 4222

$1,000 for yourself!
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
Now With Thicker Crust 0 50% MORE Cheese

On The Square
Jacksonville

